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Re: Docket 030-36974 (7.1. 72
It is 6:42 pm Hawaii time. 0

I am against this location for the proposed irradiator.

Matthew Blevins spoke of low probabilities of the site being being damaged by aircraft accidents. What was not
presented by the NRC was what happens if the site is hit. There was mention of the employees needing shields and
guards. This sounds like it is dangerous to be in the presence of Co-60. Others in the audience said that it was
dangerous. Those who are for the proposed irradiator acknowledged that it has its risks. What I remember from my
chemistry teachers, this is more than I want Hawaii to pay for should something go wrong. From an accounting
standpoint, there should not even be an opportunity.

The NRC may think that terroristic attacks is not much of a risk in Hawaii let alone for this site. In all my travels to
Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and parts of Asia, I still think airports in the United States are the least secure
compared to the airports that I have been in other parts of the world. 9/11 and other crashes and other breaches of
security have shown our weakness.

Hawaii is the only state that I know of that have fireworks burned by the public. I heard that some parts of California it
is permissible. Problem: though it is illegal to sell, buy, or burn aerials by the general public, this past New Year's Eve
has shown it is still happening. Once I mentioned that the aerials sound like bombs. The only bombs I know is from
television. My friend who was at the time an army reservist said, they are bombs. I don't know if homeland security
has thought of this. But I thought New Year's Eve would be the perfect cover to blow up something in Hawaii. And
we'll just think the fireworks are pretty, before we figure that something terrible happened.

When I returned to Hawaii from being abroad, I either read or heard in the news about some pipe bomb being found on
Oahu and I could have sworn one was found on the street where I live. I was in as much danger here as abroad. There
were bombs going off or went off in 2 countries that I visited. And it looks like YOU want to license more of the same.

Hawaii has so much Aloha that we love everyone including Muslims. We do up to a point. When I was in the Middle
East, native speakers and readers of Arabic advised me that the Quran literally says that it is okay to tell untruths or lie!

I have no Hawaiian blood. I was born and raised on the island of Oahu. I don't live in the neighborhood of this
proposed irradiator, but where Hawaii and this island of Oahu is concerned, I feel very territorial. Even without feeling
territorial, this is not a wise site to have an irradiator. NRC do not license this irradiator at this site.

Sherrie Ching
45-181 Lilipuna Rd #F
Kaneohe HI 96744

Don't get soaked. Take a-quic~kpeakat the forecast
with theYahoo! Search weather shortcuts -i ' -- • • b
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